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 A willingness to work with the Clark County School District (a) to publicize the knowledge and abilities students should have for entering UNLV, (b) to discourage grade inflation at the K-12 levels, and (c) to end the monopoly of the schools of education over the process of certifying teachers.
 must create an environment where teaching and research are valued equally  considers STUDENTS first  Students in the local high-school still look at UNLV as the "last resort" school if they can't get into any other school. The President should be able to change this image of UNLV  A balance between research and student learning initiatives  Understand and can enhance the intellectual mission of the university  Good grasp of social and scientific trends in addition to academic ones  Ability to define most productive role for the university in its unique social setting, and how to implement most appropriate programs  improving graduate education at UNLV
Organizational Leadership
 Knowledge of how strong universities work and are structured.
 Significant experience in comprehensive, university-wide planning and knowledge of the role of administration and organization as servants of educational mission.
 Successful experience in the management of a complex and demanding institution.
 Experience with major university growth and knowledge of how to structure a university for it in measured and fiscally responsible ways.
 Should understand and demand the kind of sound institutional research and analysis that is essential for accountability and for managing growth.
 Experienced in working with a system of complex governance  Interested, even dedicated to improving the customer service on campus.
 Utilize an open process of discussion and debate involving the University's many components  Respect for scholarship  Not view the institution as a company with students as clients or customers and get away from this corporate mindset  One that works for the common good of everyone that is employed here  Must be able to delegate -build strong supporting cast to handle many operational issues  A leader who is willing to delegate authority and responsibility to others and to seek and use the advice of those to whom authority is delegated  Be a skilled advocate of the University's financial case before the governor, the legislature and other publics in coordination with the System Office  Understand public budget development in a state system, and be able to analyze public funding and press for improved solutions  Should NOT be the one who solicits donor money. UNLV has plenty of alumni whose talents could be pooled for this task  Support Learning Space Infrastructure development -our classrooms need improvements, and many new buildings are coming on-line, a focus for the institution needs to put learning space development at a high priority  Demonstrated success in generating alternative sources of revenue to support and enhance university programs and services  Proven leadership in bringing education to the top of the State's funding agenda  101 fundraising ideas and compelling magnetism
Public Relations
 ability to move successfully in a wide range of social circles  Ability to work with a diverse set of groups (Board of Regents, the System Office, the governor and the legislature, the academic deans council, the faculty senate, the classified and professional councils, the undergraduate and graduate student organizations, the foundation, the alumni association, and the media among them) to benefit the University  continue to draw attention to UNLV for its positive outcomes and community initiatives  Ability to recognize the imbalance between the service economy and the professional class employees in the LV metro area and identify methods for bringing top level professionals of all varieties to the area  emphasize the importance of the University's contributions to the local economy 
